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interpretationinterpretations of kinesics

are cultural not universal

by alkealiceniile C puckpackpoa

this is the second part of a three part article on the relationship of body movement
to tocultureculture language and language teaching the first part appeared ininthethe fall 1972
TESL reporter

recent publications and flyers for it as a challenge to a wrestling match
advance publications indicate that
psychologists linguists educators and hall cautions
laymen allhaveallailali havehaye an increasing interest in we must never assume that we are
kinesic communication hewes feels that fully aware of what we communicate toneither of the notational systems for someone elseposture and body movement developed
by R laban and dr birdwhistell are andsatisfactory and suggests his own
terminology for the posture domain the ways in which man reads meaning

into what other men do either reenforce
julius fast asks or deny the spoken word

this new interest in the communication
are there universal gestures and of body movement follows the trends of

expressions which are culturally many fad interests flyers are out for a

independent and true for every human in new psychological game called body

every culture are there things every taiktalkpalkpaiknaik note this opening
human being does regardless of race
color creed or culture in other words chances are there is a serious gap in
is a smile always indicative of your education in this country we are
amusement Is a frown always a sign of rarely taught how to use our bodies as
displeasure when we shake our head effective conscious communicators body
frofromm side to side does it always mean talk is designed to help remedy this
no when we move it up and down does situation and its plenty of fun too
it always mean yes are all these how do you say 1I love you without
movements universal for all people and if opening your mouth how do you signal
so is the ability to make these concern to another person without using
movements in response to a given words or facial expression since
emotion inherited scientific research has indicated that as

much as 93 of the impact of what you
bolinger concludes communicate to othersothers is conveyconveyeded by

nonverbal means it is a matter of some
impimportanceortance that youlearnyou learn morewhat type of gesture is a handshake specifically what these means are if for
example your body communicators are
giving others a different message than

could you be sure if you held out your your words you are in some trouble
hand to a member of some completely
unkownungown culture that he would not take A recent article in the travel section of
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a local newspaper wwasas entitled courtesy ssideide of the talk seemed limp we were
in the orient and listed some definite making good points argumentatively but
instructions for travelers the article they were winning it seems aesthetically
ended with this observation while often at crucial points in discussions
asians are very tolerant of foreign ways when we were sure that we sounded
they are extremely pleased when you convincing the audience laughed
observe some of their more basic social
conventions thisibis article is concerned with answers

to the questions posed by both fast and
I1 became interested in nonverbal bolinger contrastive interpretations in

communication during a summer TESL kinesics and the implication of situational
workshop in samoa when I1 watched a difficulties that can and do occur because
companion conduct a demonstration of the lack of universality in kinesic
which called for individual and group communication
participation teachers performed
perfunctorily without the enthusiasm and in my research I1 have not found any
spontaneity typical of samoanssammansSamoans and which single gesture that has accepted universal
had been exhibited in earlier activities I1 interpretation every culture has accepted

felt that somehow the audience had interpretation of its own meaningful

become alienated during the session and gestures sometimes these correlate with
those of another cultureI1 wondered why at out next session I1 sometimes they

asked this group if they would use the contrast and often they are unique
gestures previously demonstrated in dr birdwhistell who has initiated mostteaching one of their own classes there of the basic work in developing a
seemed to be definite reactiona negative notational system for thenewscienceofthe new science ofthoughkthouih politely expressed so I1 pressed kinesics warns that noJI0 body position orthe point re demonstratingredemonstrating the gesture movement in and of itself has a precise
previously usedaused a cupped hand with the inmeaning other words we cannotcurled and movement of thefingers a 1always say that crossed arms mean Iback and forth when convincedfingers will let innot you or that rubbing thethat it would not be impolite to criticize withnose a finger means disapproval orthe instructors all admitted wouldthey rejectionrefection that patting the hair means
not use this because it would be insulting approval and steeplingsheeplingste epling the fingersto the participants I1 then altered the sometimessuperioritysuperioritysometimes they are true and
gesture using one finger in a beckoning sometimes they are not but they aremotion As a single unit the class intrue theonly context of the entireindicated that that was even worse behavior pattern of a person
only to a dog was the comment I1

then tried placing the hand upright recently I1 saw a directive from a
instead of horizontal with the fingers college president to a curriculum
curled making the same in and out committee to develop a class which
movenientmovement as in the original gesture this would teach the students to raise their
was entirely acceptable and I1 have since heads and look people in the eye so that
used this hand movement for all class they might find employment in the
choral response tourist and hotel business in their native

A fullbright lecturer and a countries he recognized the fact that
coordinator in bogota columbia report unless they look them in the eye
a similar experience employees are not trusted by americans

in this case the tourists we often hearwe became aware that our messages
someone considered guilty because hewere not getting across as well as they wouldnt look me in the eye fastshould have been quotes a high school but I1principalin conversations with columbianscolumbianaColumbians our questioned the child myself and if ever I1
saw guilt written on a face she wouldnt

SeeseealiceseeauceSeeAAliceallceaiiceUce C packgesturespack gestures and mannerisms
even meet my eyes these incidents
seem to imply that the inherent meaningaheipsheipA helpheip or hindrancehindrancerhindrancesHindrancer TESLresl reporter of looking people in the eye is honesty

vol 2 no 1 faufaff 1968 and forthrightness the fact is that
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honesty in our culture demands that we they look each other in the eyes with
look someone straight in the eye great intensity the same intensity of

from reports of an experiment by dr glance in our american culture is rarely
ralph V exline otof the university of exhibited between men in fact such
delaware and other observation fast intensity can be interpreted as a challenge
states looking away during a to a mans masculinity 1I don t like the
conversation may be a means of way he looked at me as if he wanted

something personal to sort of be too
intimate is typical response by an
american to an arab look

mrs pack would appreciate
additional information or comments patting a persons head in a friendly
on contrasting or conforming way is often considered highly
cultural kinesics by any TESL complimentary in our culture particularly
reporter readers among friends or with children especially

when accompanied by the words good
girl or good boy miss ruth aust
physical therapist at honolulu shriversshrinersShriners

concealing something therefore when childrens hospital for over 15 years
someone else looks away we may think who spent six months in micronesia as a
he is concealing something to practice physical therapist in 1970 reports that it
deceit we may sometimes deliberately is very insulting to touch a persons hair
look at our partner instead of refusing to also inor pat his head this is true
meet his glance thailand where people regard the head as

the most sacred part of the bodythe students referred to in the
directive feel that lowered eyes and
bowed heads show respect and that there the head is regarded as sacred by thai
is an inherent meaning of boldness and people and children are taught never to
disrespect in looking someone in the eye touch an adults head an adult letting a
with a raised head to save an innocent child sit on his shoulders and hold on to
girl a mediator informed the his head would be unusual in thai

uneducated high school principal in society while it is common in the
puerto rico a nice girl a good girl does western world
not meet the eyes of an adult refusing
to do so is a sign of respect and in an unpublished papers april 1967

vibulsriVibulsri thai statedobedience it would be as difficult for chamnong
livia to look you in the eye as it would traditionally children are not allowed

touch the head of the olderto parents orbe for her to misbehavemisbehaveinin our culture
f persons nor to stand in front of themthis iiss just not accepted behavior for a

in december 1971 one of our ELIrespectable family
teachers reported an incident which

this virtue in our culture of looking shocked some of the students in her
in the have class As her arms were full she used hersome one straight eye can

overaction if the gaze is held beyond foot to push open the door of the
acceptable time limits people then classroom and slipping off a hawaiian

become embarrassed and feel slipper she also retrieved something from
uncomfortable often a child is cautioned the floor with her toes the japanese

students and whenwere aghastdont stare its rude questioned stated that it was highly
A frenchman meets your eyes when he insulting in their culture to use the feet

is talking to you and he looks at you in either of these manners children
directly holding his gaze no american would even be whipped for pushing a

male looks at women like this instead of door open with a foot this teacher had
a valuable lesson as she has accepted aappreciation this would be interpreted as
summer teaching experience in japanrudeness in an american

fast reports that feet also have low status in thailand
when two arabs talk to each other the feet are considered very low that
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is why thai people usually sit with the centuries of european rule in other parts
pab plab position when they can hide of asia however refrain from

their feet on the back and not show handshakinghand shaking the common greeting may
them to the people feet are never used be a bow often with hands pressed
to point at people however old or young together as in prayer while this looks
because it is implied as an insult when simple its actually quite complex and an
sitting on a chair it is considered inept performance by you makes local
impolite for a thai to sit with crossed people feel you are disrespectful of their
legs since one foot will then point to the customs dont even attempt these
side sometimes a woman may sit with greetings with children A child realizes
crossed feet but rarely with crossed legs youre not following rules so it bewilders
facing the public in class a teacher never him while it displeases his mother simply
sits with his legs on ththee table pointing his speak a simple greeting
feet at the students

pointing with a hand or foot is saitz and cervenka note
impolite in all of southeast asia so is colombians men and women shake
sitting with your toe pointed toward hands at the beginning and end of
anyone having your legs crossed or meetings much more frequently than
showing the sole of a foot north americans it is sometimes omitted

samoanssammans and tongans always sit with in informal meetings between friends and
feet and legs tucked under their bodies companions the colombian handshakde
if legs or feet are exposed they are is likely to last longer than the north
covered with a mat or shawl if an Aamericanmerican handshake
honored visitor neglects to do this one of my friends who spent two
someone may quickly place a mat over years in and around mexico city told me
her feet and legs 1I learned this in the that demonstrating the height of a person
usual trial and error way with the hand held horizontally with the

my daughter got off to a very bad palm down is highly insulting it is
start with her future mother in law for tantamount to calling that person a dog
not shaking hands as she left after her or an animal the hand must be held in
first meeting in austria although she had a vertical position to indicate human
studied german in college and had had a height saitz and cervenka corroborate
semester abroad with the language the this in their report of columbian gestures
importance of this gesture had not been with this comment
indicated how many german language
students are taught to shake hands on in a culture such as the spanish which
leaving as well as in greeting a person distinguishes between animals and human

beings to the extent that there are
to most of the thai the wai is different words for a human leg pierna

preferred to hand shaking for the reason and and animal leg pata the north
that generally thai people avoid physical american performer may be ridiculed if
contact in public especially between men he uses his general height gesture to
and women indicate human height

the wai greeting is to raise both hands the V for victory sign which
join palm to palm slightly touching the churchill used during world war 11II the
body somewhere between the face and same as the modern peace sign the
the chest the upper parts of the arms index and middle fingers raised and
remain close to the sides of the body spread apart the rest of the fingers
without the elbows extended the higher curled into a fist has been greeted with
the hands are raised the greater is the shock in some parts of the pacific where
prep prespectrespectspectprospect and courtesy conveyed that is this gesture is an obscenity
if it is meant for a religious figure the
fingertips touch the forehead etc this is the second part of a three part

A travel tip for the orient states article the concluding installment will
always shake hands upon meeting and appear in the spring 1973 TESL

leaving a person in philippine and
indonesia ciriciticirlaitscitscirisv this is a legacy of


